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the difficulties likely to be encouate,-ed in attempts to link personality 
dimensions with biochemic,~! processes. 
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Evidence for r~'~tations between biochemical events and behavior depends 
upon demonstrat:~on that biochemical events and behavior patterns vary 
concomitantly. Comments and assumptions in the papers presented provide 
an opportunity tL~ enlphasize the necessity of direct measv.rements of bio- 
eh~'micat events in searching for such concomitant variations, The im- 
portance of each of the foilowir, g points is illustrated by inadequacies in a 
number of report~ in the current research literature. 
Direct measur~Is provide information essential for the kinds or." empirical 
checks o~ the fits between time ch~tracteristics of biochemical events and 
behavioral variables which are required to establish that the two do in fact 
vaD ~ con¢:oTnitanl ty 
Direct measur'-~ment of biochemical events would prevent inferential 
errors in drawing conclusions abe, ut biochemical system-behavior inter- 
actions from exp~:riments employing drugs which may have multiple effects 
biochemi,zally. 
By measuring variations in biochemical events directly :~'ather than in- 
directly, e.g., in such terms as d~'ug dose, comparisons arc po~,sible between 
experiments invc~Iving the same biochemical e~'ents when different tech- 
niqu 's  a~e used io vary them. 
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